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C o d e S w it c h in g a n d M u l t il in g u a l is m in a s m a l l
M u l t i -E t h n ic G r o u p s S o c ie t y (U A E )
Although Arabic is the mother tongue and the official language of the United Arab Emira
tes (hereafter UAE), the English language has imposed itself on the seven Emirates as a
language of communication in both academic and non-academic contexts. The country has
a large number of expatriates belonging to several ethnic groups of various nationalities
who work or run businesses in both private and public sectors. The domination of English
in the UAE with Arabic as a mother tongue and many other local languages of the expatria
tes (e. g., Indians, Pakistanis, Iranians, Persians, Chinese, Philippines) has created many
communicative problems and even produced to both nationals and newcomers/visitors,
Arabs and non-Arabs, misunderstanding and violation of conventional communication ru
les standardized everywhere. The mix up of various languages in a small geographical area
highly populated with multi-ethnic groups like the UAE has resulted in a sort of a strange
code switching involving several languages. Miscommunication and sometimes lack of
understanding as well as the seriousness of this problem, as voiced by public mass media,
motivated us to investigate this area. Therefore, the purpose of this study1 is to delve in the
nature and reasons of the these linguistic phenomena and to find out the problems resulting
from having multi-ethnic groups of different nationalities living in the UAE. To serve the
objective of this study, we designed a questionnaire and a structured interview.
Randomly chosen students (500) of Sharjah University, the American University of Shar
jah and other Emirates' universities filled in the questionnaire. The questionnaire (Appendix
I) was also filled by 100 citizens of which 10 were structurally interviewed. The 10 citizens
(nationals) were adult persons and native speakers of Arabic. They were asked questions in
connection with communication in the UAE which can be representative to other Gulf States
like Qatar, Kuwait, Oman, Saudia Arabia, etc. In fact, UAE represents these countries be
cause the Gulf States are similar in their cultural, socio-economic, oil-oriented-problems,
religious, linguistic and historical backgrounds. Tape-recorded speaking situations were col
lected from large shopping centres and popular market places. After we filtered out the data
and treated the responses statistically, we tabulated our results to find out their implication
and significance in preparation for discussion. The study generated the nature of communica
tion and certain warning signs were highlighted in connection with both English and Arabic
used in the seven Emirates. We believe that the study is significant on the ground that mis1
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communication can be formally revealed with evidence and the negative warning signs (e. g.,
code switching, coining new strange words, etc.) can be elaborated. This situation which can
be noticed in most Gulf States, if not all, can be elaborated. It follows from this point that
linguistic dilemma can be avoided and future generations may not suffer linguistically if our
recommendations are to be taken into consideration.
In t r o d u c t io n

The UAE is located on the southeast end of the Arabian Peninsula. It is bounded by the
Arabian Gulf to the north, Oman to the east, Saudia Arabia to the west and Qatar to the
northwest. The total Area is 83,600 sq km. The country had attracted attention since old
ages for its strategic location. As a result, it was occupied several times by Portugal, Hol
land and then by Great Britain, which brought Indians and Pakistanis to the country to be at
their service after it had established itself in the Gulf at the beginning o f 1820.
One of the characteristics of our present day technological and industrial culture is the
use of English in most aspects of life. The appropriate use of English is seen positive in
every part of the world. However, in the UAE, though the use of English has been appreci
ated at least in academic contexts, business and technology, it has produced different lin
guistic situations that have violation of the standard rules of communication when mixed
with other local South East Asian Languages. With a high percentage of expatriates (81%:
Appendix IE) coming from various nationalities (e. g., Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, Arab
countries, China, Russia, Britain, etc.), the country has become tolerant in the lingua franca
spoken on streets, shopping centres, market places, business arenas, etc. But this tolerance
started to harm Arabic and English notably. Obviously, oil, business and richness are the
driving forces which have attracted people to live in the UAE. Even first world countries'
people (Americans, British, etc.) find the UAE encouraging and worth living in for the high
per capita income and the generous offers found in the country.
It is with the scope of the above-mentioned nationalities that the linguistic situation of the
UAE has generated strange types of communication. Nevertheless, Academic English and
Arabic communication in the UAE seems to be sound, formal and has no violation of normal
communicational standards. Therefore, the general communication outside academic institu
tion has become a problem in the country due to the large and overwhelming number of la
bour imported from various countries with each having its own way of communication, cul
ture and local language. Actually, the expatriates' local languages are used and because they
are the majority, the other people living in the country including the Emiratis have found
themselves in a position to use the local languages since not all expatriates are educated or at
least they do not speak proper Arabic or English. Hence, a good speaker of Arabic or English
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finds himself in a difficult communicative situation when he communicates with South East
Asians, Indians or Pakistanis who make up the vast majority of labourers or business people
in most private and public sectors including market places like fish markets, shopping centres,
vegetable and fruit markets, etc. Obviously, native speakers of both Arabic and English fmd real
difficulties in communicating with people who are, as we stated above, the vast majority. The
problem results from the fact that native speakers of Arabic and/or English (a minority) are in
need for the majority since this majority works in all sectors. In fact, the problem can be noticed
with any purchase one may do or may listen to. Therefore, communicative problems between
the minority and majority can be easily noticed by any visitor who comes to the country which
in turn encouraged us to investigate this area to find out more about this problem and its com
municative situation on the one hand and to propose solutions on the other hand.
L it e r a t u r e

As stated above, the UAE is a community with Arabic language as the mother tongue of
the nationals and English is the second and/or foreign language spoken most widely by
most people. Nevertheless, the country includes other working ethnic groups coming from
various countries of large population like India, Pakistan, China, USA, UK. etc. There is no
objection on people speaking proper Arabic or English on the ground that UAE is an Arab
country, therefore, it is natural for Arabic to prevail. And English is an international langu
age accepted by all countries since it is the language of science, technology, computer net
works, etc. and therefore it is natural to prevail too.
Like any other country with multi-ethnic groups, UAE has a variety of languages mixed
with Arabic and/or English. It is from this point that code switching has started to pose
problems in conversational situations. It is a problem because of the large number of local
Indian and Pakistani languages mixed with Arabic. We all know that code switching can be
viewed as a positive linguistic phenomenon which helps in developing bilingualism. Duran
(1994: 73) argues that: "Code switching is seen to serve important communicative and
cognitive functions”. Corder (1981) considers code switching as a rule-governed behaviour
and as a communication strategy. Grosjean/Soares (1984) have also the same viewpoint as
they consider it a means that explains how communication in mixed languages takes place
so rapidly and so efficiently. Duran (1994: 74) states:
"Viewing and constructing the world from one cultural point of view may appear to be more normative
and refined and therefore were conventionally accepted. The same constructs can be viewed, however,
from two or more world views in a rich bilingual/multicultural environment. In this case one language
might help the other and sometimes both together may create a new idea, image, thought, behaviour, out
look, organization, and adaptation, and thus move culture to new adaptive places in the dynamics of
cross-cultural life ... Finally code switching and interlanguage seem to have a function of facilitating and
supporting thinking and communication."
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Moreover, Auer (1998: 5) supports the acceptability of code switching by arguing that:
"Code switching is viewed as a 'valuable motor in the discursive production of multivocality', it is charac
teristically indexical and open typolyphonic reading."

The above-mentioned viewpoints show the acceptability of code switching since it may
develop bilingualism because it implies some degree of competence in two languages. It
increases linguistic cultural awareness. However, this is not the end of the story since it can
sometimes harm a community similar to that of the UAE with Arabic and Islamic norms.
This is probable because Arabic has its own culture and the language of the Holy Koran.
Therefore, any linguistic deviation in Arabic might take the Arabic speaker another step
away from the language of the Holy Koran and from the Emirati identity. The negative
consequence of code switching is expressed obviously in many recently published works.
Selinker (1972) argues that code switching may undergo relative fossilization, relative
changes and overgeneralization. Heller (1992: 123) indicates that:
"People may go to great lengths in some cases from denying it to finding all sorts of reasons and ways to
discourage its use and to eradicate it."

Duran (1994: 73) concludes his study by stating:
"Because code switching (and interlanguage) do not sound conventional, and because we do not under
stand the role they play in natural language development and usage, and because we have little control
over them, we tend to see them as aberrations ... we cannot accept them as a pattern unique to bilingual."

On top of that Hammink (2000: 1) comes to the same point from a different angle:
"The practice of code switching is often viewed negatively by monolingual and bilingual speakers alike.
It is often considered a low prestige form, incorrect, poor language or a result of incomplete mastery of
the two languages."

At this stage, it is appropriate to note that code switching could be seen positive or nega
tive. Also we are not in a position to distinguish between "borrowing" and "code switch
ing" because many researches did, but they are still not clear as confirmed by many works.
Auer (1998: 3) reckons that:
"At least two points in this equation o f linguists' and lay participants' conceptions of 'codes' are question
able. One is the distinction between code-switching and borrowing, which leaves an area of ambiguity in
which non-sedimented, unstable takeovers from the other code nonetheless do not seem to be used func
tionally ..."

In fact, the same point was first raised by Poplack and Sankoff (1984). Bentahila/Davies
(1983) dealt with the syntactical structures of code switching in terms of the word order
and importance of grammatical subjects. Moreover, Eid (1992) tackled code mixing used
by American Arab speakers of Arabic in Michigan. They found plenty of examples and
different levels of code switching. Therefore, our research seems to be valid and significant
since it continues and builds up on previous work in a different geographical area.
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Our concern is also not having a position on code switching negativism or positivism, nor
to defme it because it seems that code switching is fluid enough to support many definitions
and interpretations depending on its nature and the number of languages involved in it. Actu
ally, our concern is to study its nature and situational use in the UAE to show up its effects
through research-based investigation. Second, the situation in the UAE does not seem to be
linguistically balanced. That is to say, we are not dealing with languages of the same weight,
prestige and importance. We are not, for example, dealing with code mixing between English
and French, German and Italian, Arabic or English, etc. which are important languages. But
we are dealing with code switching between two important languages (English and Arabic)
on the one hand and many other South East Asian local languages on the other hand. The
importance of English does not need to be discussed here because it is very obvious as men
tioned above. Similarly and to a certain extent, Arabic is the mother tongue of twenty three
Arab countries (300 millions), the foreign and religious language of dozens of big Islamic
countries, (e. g., Iran, Indonesia, Nigeria, Turkey, Malasyia, etc.), the language which has
been recently considered a formal language in the United Nations, the language of large oilproducing countries (e. g., Saudia Arabia, UAE, Kuwait, etc.), the language of hot political
arenas (e. g., the Middle East crisis, the Gulf wars, etc.). Therefore and because of these giv
ens and facts as well as the fact that communication in the UAE is not well standardized at
least on the conversational level, it is suitable to investigate this area.
M ethod

Because we wanted to be as comprehensive as possible, we had to question university stu
dents from the Emirates' universities and citizens who were not students. For this purpose, we
designed a questionnaire in Arabic (Appendix I) which was filled by more than 500 students
studying different disciplines at Sharjah University, The American University of Sharjah, and
Ajaman University of Science and Technology etc. The questionnaire was also distributed to
100 citizens of which ten were interviewed. To be able to include the important situations of
English Language communication in the UAE, we put nine questions tackling some general
aspects like age, sex, qualification, etc. and other communicative aspects like the importance of
English, the difficult communicative situations, the reasons that stand behind miscommunication, etc. On top of that, we taped communicative situations in major shopping centres (e. g., Car
refour, City Centre, Fresh Fish Markets, and other market places). The taped materials included
spontaneous communications between Arabs and people from other nationalities (e. g., Indians,
Pakistani, Chinese, etc.) to figure out the positron of English in their natural and usual commu
nication. The body language was taken into consideration and therefore we kept a diary to note
down our observations which were another dimension of the data we collected to support our
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study. Later, after we separated the students' questionnaires from those of the citizens, the res
ponses of each group were processed and calculated by a computer package (SPSS: Statistical
Package for Social Sciences) to find out the numbers of responses, frequencies, percentages,
statistical significance and to reveal any significant association. Then, the results were tabula
ted (Appendix II) and disintegrated in the discussion section to allow easier presentation for
both the readers and researcher and to allow the comparison and contrast between the citi
zens' responses and those of students. Tape-recorded materials were then analyzed and quo
ted. Because we had an open-ended question in the questionnaire (the last one), we added
another column to the same major table. Using the tabulated results and the computer packa
ge mentioned above, we applied the Chi-Square test to infer any statistical significance.
The implementation time which has been taken to design the methodology o f the study,
to collect the data from the different sources and to relate our observations to the data col
lected was about one full semester (the length of a normal semester at the Emirates' univer
sities is 16 weeks). Shortly, the study consisted of four basic stages:
- Observing the problem and the kind of communication in different situations.
- Designing the methodology of data collection that shows up or reveal the kind of lan
guage used (Arabic or English).
- Processing the data collected mechanically, statistically and analytically.
- Tabulating, studying and filtering out the corpus of data generated.
- Relating the data to the tape-recorded communicative situations and to the earlier ob
servations mentioned above.
D is c u s s io n

In order to establish a concrete insight about the communication of multi-ethnic groups in
the UAE in relation to both English and Arabic, we are going to use all the sources of data
we collected. Through our discussion, we will relate the content of the tabulated results to
the taped materials to exemplify what has been said by the students and the citizens. There
fore, our discussion will be supported by five major sources: the citizens' responses, the
students, responses, the structured interviews, the taped materials, and our own observa
tions including the body language.
As a result of the analysis of our corpus, we can show that nearly all the sources of data
were consistent in many aspects and different in others. For example, both students and citi
zens revealed that shopping, computer's use and social aspects were communicative situa
tions which entailed the excessive use of English. However, the responses of the two were
varied in connection with the use of English in business, holidaying (travelling) and social
survival which were reported by the citizens as important fields of English use in the UAE.
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This is confirmed by the results of the nonparametric Chi-Square test which was applied on
the basis of the observed frequencies (P>0.005). Our discussion will be guided by the two
types of results (the similar and/or consistent ones and the varied and/or different ones).
The consistent aspects voiced by the students and the citizens_____________
NUMBER & PER. %
ASPECTS
Shopping
Students: 442: 88.4%, Citizens:92
Computer Use
Students: 479: 95.8%, Citizens:64
Students: 309: 61.8%, Citizens:60
Social Survival
To start with, shopping was reported as an important situation of English use. The majority of
students (no. 442: 88.4%) and citizens (92: 92%) showed that English was very necessary for
shopping in most Emirates' shopping centres. They (students 401, citizens 52) also added, in
response to questions 7 and 8 that they faced problems when they communicate with Indians
and Pakistanis. This finding comes in agreement with the following shopping situations:
Citizen (from the Emirates): Kam thaman hatha almohaill ['How much is that mobile?']
Seller (Indian): This? [said with rising intonation] this thamanu ['its price'] DH 750.
Citizen: ... af f f ... afff... Yes this one, let me see ...
[2nd Floor, City Centre, Dubai, UAE],
This example shows clearly that English is used. But each of the speaker attempts to use
the language he knows. When the citizen was answered in English, he switched reluctantly
(e. g., voicing "... afff ... afff ..." [a sound usually produced to express complaints]) into
English by asking: "this?". The body language (e. g., pointing at the telephone) helped the
seller: "the Indian" to understand what was said by the citizen. This means that English has
become inevitable or even a second language in stead of being a foreign language in the
UAE because of the easy switching from Arabic into English. Another situation was taperecorded in the Fresh Fish Market in Sharjah:
Citizen (from the Emirates): What is the price o f this? [pointing at an amount of fish]
Seller (Pakistani): Lazem ma?loum hatha fresh see papa (a word used in Pakistan to mean
'sir') [moving the fish in question] hagoh DH 80.
['you must know first this [is] fresh ... see ... its price is ...'].
Citizen: Nazel Se?erpapa ['reduce price papa']
Seller: La arbab mayardah ['my boss will not agree']
Citizen: Arbab yardahpapa ['your boss will agree'].
[Fish Market, Sharjah] .
Actually, this example shows another communicative picture which is different from the pre
vious situation discussed above in the sense that the citizen started with English simply be
cause he was highly educated. It is also another good example of code switching which was
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obviously used by the seller. The seller used phrases from Arabic, English and his own local
language: the word papa. It seems that he was not competent in both English and Arabic.
Consequently, he used what he knew from both languages to survive. But the problem be
comes evident when we consider the fact that the citizen used the Indian words used first by
the seller (papa, arbab, etc.). It seems that the citizen used the seller's local language because
he wanted to communicate effectively with the seller (and from the seller's angle) through the
language the seller knows, and here again he wanted to survive in his communication.
The second common aspect between the citizen and the students was the necessity of
using English for computer purposes. Here again, the vast majority of students (479: 95.8%)
indicated that they heavily use English for computer purposes in both academic and nonacademic fields. Similarly, the citizens (64) revealed that they use English when using
computers for business and commercial purposes. It is worth mentioning that computers
are widely spread and heavily used in the UAE. In the Emirates' universities, computers are
excessively used by both students and teachers to the extent that faculty members receive
important circulars only through the e-mail. In the governmental sectors, people cash thentelephone, electricity, etc. bills through the internet and the government encourages people
to do so by publicizing this method in all TV channels. Any visitor can even observe the
publicity of the e-mail use. In shops, computers are used for selling, cashing and decoding
price codes, etc. This is also encouraged by Sheikh Zayed, the head of the state as a whole,
who declared his government as the electronic government in the region, all the G ulf Sta
tes. Both English and Arabic are used in cashing.
Visiting the Telecommunication Corporation in Sharjah, we also found very common
code switching. For example:
Client (Jordanian): Auridu an augadem talab telephone ['I want to apply for a telephone landline'].
Receptionist (Indian): Banadnah. ['We are closed'].
Client:... a f f f ... "banadnah"? [said with a rising intonation] W hat do you m ean? D o y o u speak
English?

Receptionist:yes1, yes Ana A hky kul languages here. H atha m akan B anad ya ? n i ... close ...
com e morning ['Oh, yes, I speak all the languages spoken here (in the UAE) this
place is closed, come in the morning'].
[Telecommunication Corporation, Sharjah].
Here again, the receptionist used three chunks from three languages: banad ('closed'): his
local language, yes: English language, etc. and Ana ahky ('I speak') from Arabic. Therefore,
the three languages were used in one situation.
The third common linguistic aspect which emerged as an important linguistic situation
of using English is social survival. What is meant by this is the use of English in social
contexts like speaking with native speakers of English working in the Emirates. We believe
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this point was raised because the use of English, completely or partially, has been seen as a
good indicator and a prestige that the speaker of English enjoys. The more English the
Emirati students and/or citizens know, the higher their social class is, as seen in the eyes of
the other people. That is to say, one social demand of a higher social class in the Emirates
is the knowledge of English. A plausible explanation for this is the intemationality of Eng
lish and English can be seen as the language of people who travel a lot. In turn, travelling a
lot would mean that the speaker of English is rich. Being rich is a sign of higher classes, a
sign o f civilization and expertise. All the ten interviewed citizens indicated that mastering
English is a prestigious sign of being rich, educated and experienced. The point was sup
ported by 309: 61.8% students and 60 citizens. It was also observed in at least the biggest
three universities of the Emirates we collected our data from. In fact, this finding comes in
agreement with the general worldwide trend of considering English as an internationally
preferable and prestigious language which is also an indicator of a higher social class, as
mentioned above. Khuwaileh (1999: 249-50 and 2000: 281-83) found also the same trend
in Jordan, Syria and other Middle East countries. Surprisingly, both students and citizens
linked key positions in the UAE with the English language. Nearly, the majority of citizens
(79) reported English as a very necessary demand for holding key positions in the UAE,
particularly in diplomatic departments, universities, management, governmental business
departments (e. g., tourism), etc. Similarly, the students (301: 60.2%) voiced the same
viewpoint, but they added other dimensions to what was mentioned by the citizens. For
example, they consider English as the way that may help them to get key scholarships to
pursue their postgraduate studies in first world countries like USA, UK, Canada, etc. Asso
ciated with this context is the importance of English in having the documents needed for
those scholarships including international proficiency tests like the TOEFL, GRE (General
Record Examination), the British Council Proficiency Test, the GMAT (General Manage
ment and Administration Test) Test, etc.
At this stage, it is worth mentioning that from the 482: 96.2% students who reported
English as an important language in academic studies, 170 (34%) stated that they wished to
continue their postgraduate studies abroad to get their Masters or Ph.Ds.
The varied aspects voiced by the citizens and students_________________________
ASPECTS
NUMBER & PER. %
Academic Purpose
Students: 498: 99.6% Citizens: 0
Business & Commercial Purpose
Students: 0,
Citizens: 78
Holidaying & Travelling
Students: 0,
Citizens: 65
W hat was discussed above were the common responses reported by the students and citizens.
Nevertheless, the responses were varied in connection with other contexts of English use.
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Whereas the students stressed the need for English in their academic situations (498: 99.6%),
the citizens (78) stressed business as a field where English is very necessary and even a must.
We do not want to discuss their academic needs because they are obvious and much literature
has been written on EAP (English for Academic Purposes) worldwide. But our observation
confirmed classroom bilingualism and code switching including English and Arabic. We do
not want to focus on classroom code switching because it is natural and common everywhere.
However, the point on business raised by the citizens is significant because we believe, in
general, that nowadays international business (and UAE is like a free zone of industry, import
and export for the whole Gulf Region) cannot be operated well or even cannot survive
without the use of English. In particular, areas of trading like "export", "import", "contract
deals" and "making field work abroad" were reported as areas of heavy use of English. Actu
ally, this point is valid because the country as a whole operates on oil, business and tourism.
For example, the country has a large number of foreign businessmen and giant shops which
have been attracted by the availability of oil, the high per capita income and the power of
purchase since the Emirates has one of the highest incomes. Worldwide shops like: Depenham, C&A, Body Shop, Next, Woolworths, Safeway, Mothercare, Carrefour, etc have all
several branches in the UAE. By no means these are the only business bodies available in the
country. Moreover, giant trading companies and entrepreneurs also have branches and large
constructional projects in the country because of the policy of building tower buildings. The
international giant companies are involved in industry, water purification, distillation,
constructional projects in both private and public sectors. All these circumstances have
contributed to the necessity of spoken and written English. This could explain the responses
of citizens on English for business purposes. In all business situations, multi-lingual code
switching has been noticed. The following situation confirms this point:
Citizen: A lsalm u A laykum ['peace be upon you']
Worker (Indian male secretary working in a company): H ello A laykum Al salam come in ... sit
down.
Citizen: Where is yo u r m anager ?
Worker: H e is com ing here syda ['right now'] beryd shay dood ['tea with milk'] or salajan

[’black tea']?
Citizen: black tea.
Worker: Istikana ['want it with a glass or ...'] wala m u g ?
Citizen: Istikana.
[Estate Agent Office in Sharjah].
Obviously, this conversation includes five different languages:
1. Arabic (e. g., alsalamu alaykum).
2. English (e. g., where is your manager).
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3. Indian (e. g., shay dood ['tea with milk'].
4. Pakistani (e. g., salajan ['black tea'].
5. Persian (e. g., istikana ['glass'].
In fact, this situation is typical in business arenas in the UAE in general and in Dubai (a highly
commercial Emirate) in particular. The following communicative situation supports this point:
Arab female client: I want to ride this white horse.
Iranian business handyman: What inta beqoul ['What are you saying']?
Client: ... afff... oh ... Inta ma ifham? ['don't you understand'] ana Hatha irkab ['I this to ride'
(pointing at the horse)].
Handyman: Okay okay okay, [like a sort of apology].
Client: Hatha fi crazy?: ['this in crazy? Is it a crazy horse?'].
Handyman: Crazy? ... crazy ... oh ... no no hatha mafy crazy ['no this doesn't have crazy in it:
no, it is not crazy'].
[Dubai Ramadan Festival (2000/1): Animal hiring fields.]
The other point which was raised by the citizen and different from the points raised by the
students was the needs of English for "holidaying". The structural interviews revealed
"holidaying abroad" like travelling to English speaking countries as an important aspect of
general English needs. While "holidaying" has not been high on our list of priorities be
cause we deal with communication in the UAE, we were surprised to find that 65 of the
100 citizens ranged English as a necessary means of travelling abroad. An explanation for
this need could be the fact that the per capita income in the UAE is high compared not only
with other Arab States in the Middle East, but also with neighboring Gulf States like
Saudia Arabia, Oman, etc. The citizens' financial situation seems a facilitator of travelling.
Naturally, the students did not mention, "holidaying" at all simply because they have been
busy in building up their academic future. Another suitable reason is that the citizens could
be in a better financial position of having and spending money. As mentioned above, the
prosperous financial conditions of the country seem to be the driving force for the need of
English outside the country raised by the citizen.
The final aspect, which was mentioned, by the citizens and not the students was the
"survival in general communication". Exactly 70 citizens reported that English has always
been important if they wanted to catch up with "general communication" taking place eve
ryday in the country. What they meant by "general communication" was the linguistic
communication in general life including business, society, etc. One of the interviewed citi
zens clarified this aspect by saying:
"W ell...you know you appear to be illiterate if you don't know English because your friends speak Eng
lish ... well or in full [completely] they use it and you need to understand what they say ... also I am not
less than them [I am equal to them] so I must speak it like them."
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W hen asked about general communication, another one stated:
"... I must speak or use English because most of my friends and business partners use it ... I do not want
to be a load [burden] on my partners ... if I do not understand them ... this means that they must translate
for me ... I do not want them to do this for me."

The above quotations reveal that English is increasingly spoken and heard in the UAE.
The last question o f the questionnaire (the open-ended question) was responded to by
about one third of the students (161: 32.2%) and about half the citizen (47). We are happy
to say that the responses of both students and citizens were similar. As the table below
shows, both the students and citizens seem to be concerned about the future o f Arabic in
relation to multilingualism in the UAE. But the citizens appear to be more concerned than
the students probably because of their high awareness and responsibility. Whereas more
than half the citizen (55) expressed their concern about the future of Arabic, only less than
a fifth (95) students voiced this concern. This means that the citizens who are wellexperienced look at this phenomenon with gloomy eyes.
The responses o f both students (161 out o f 500) and citizens (47 out o f 100) to the last
open-ended question.
POSITIVE ASPECTS
English is helpful and needed everywhere:
Students 115
Citizens: 46
We learn about other cultures and nations:
Students: 60
Citizens: 41

NEGATIVE ASPECTS
Dangerous on Arabic:
Students: 95
Citizens: 55
Pigin Arabic is resulting: a new strange variety is
being developed on a large scale in the UAE:
Students: 75
Citizens: 42
Islamic identity might be negatively influenced
because not all expatriates are muslims:
Students: 51
Citizens: 39

Moreover, a substantial number of citizens (42) were concerned about the emergence of a
new strange variety resulting from this multilingual code switching. Of course, this variety
cannot be written because it does not follow any linguistic system which in turn may affect,
negatively, Arabic, understanding the formal or classical literature, particularly the Holy
Koran and even the Emirati identity.
C o n c l u s io n

Our investigation has shown that code switching in the UAE is based on several languages
including Arabic, English Indian, Pakistani, Persians, etc. We found that when several lan-
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guages have been involved in code switching, communication was hindered or at least de
layed or became time-consuming and not preferable. Nevertheless, it seems that code
switching between Arabic and English was not as harmful to the Emirati society as be
tween Arabic and English on the one hand and other South East Asian languages on the
other hand. We also found that the vast majority of South East Asian expatriates (50% of
the total number of population in the UAE, Appendix HI) has been the driving force behind
code switching there. This becomes evident if we consider the fact that indigenous people
switch to other local Indian or Pakistani languages in order to survive commercially or so
cially. They might switch to these languages to avoid the wastage of time. We have also
found that English is spoken increasingly among indigenous people because it is a positive
sign o f education and higher social classes. Therefore, the use of English seems to be justi
fied in the UAE.
W hat makes multilingualism a problem in the UAE is the fact that each area in the
country has its own Indian or Pakistan local variety or language in accordance with the
clusters or grouping of these expatriates. Taking into account that such varieties used in the
country will never ever be written because they do not follow a system, it can be concluded
that the Emirati future generations might face many communicative problems which will
harm the Emarati identity as a purely Arab country on top of the other twenty two Arab
countries. On top of that, such varieties include expressive errors and syntactical structural
errors (e. g., this horse has crazy in it?) because such varieties do not match conventional
forms and norms of what is linguistically correct. The bitter fact is that children learn lan
guages from their parents including the citizens mentioned in this study. We strongly be
lieve that our children have the right to listen to the sound language to be sound in their
future communication. Otherwise, fossilization will be inevitable. In addition, this kind of
code switching used in the country seems to harm the feeling of the listeners and some
times a speaker may abandon the conversation as a whole he starts with the expatriates
living in the country.
On the basis of these considerations, it is appropriate for these expatriates to prove or
show evidence of speaking at least satisfactory Arabic or English before they get their visas
to enter the UAE. Tests tike the TOEFL, Arabic proficiency tests or the British Council
proficiency tests should be taken by the South East Asian newcomers to be eligible to enter
the country. Usually, USA or UK require these tests from any newcomer to their countries
and newcomers take these tests happily because they are motivated by the educational or
commercial advantages they may get by coming to these countries. Similarly, the people
who com e to the Emirates to find jobs should also be encouraged to take these tests if they
want to achieve their personal investments. On top of that, the linguistic competence they
might show can be in their own interest and in the interest of the country as a whole.
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Moreover, indigenous people should avoid communication with available expatriates
who have improper use of English or Arabic as a means of psychological pressure to moti
vate them to learn English or Arabic. Alternatively, the Emirati embassies can conduct
Arabic or English-oriented interviews before granting visas to applicants to ensure the
proper use or at least sufficient use of English and/or Arabic.
Finally, further research is needed to cover the other aspects of multilingualism and co
de switching. Areas like the attitudes, the feelings or psychology o f speakers towards this
phenomenon are worth studying. Alternatively, the difference between the feeling of the
speaker and that of the addressee is also another aspect that can be investigated to gauge
the code switching tolerance of both persons. On top o f that, the appropriate topic of inves
tigation can be the body language in facilitating code switching or even understanding spo
ken communication. All these areas are worth studying not only in the UAE, but also in the
other five Gulf states (Saudia Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and Bahrain) on the one hand,
and in other situations or countries worldwide similar to the situation of the UAE on the
other hand. It is worth mentioning that the closest situation which is similar to the situation
of the UAE, as we have observed, is in Bolzano, Italy. Visiting this place more than once,
we found that German, Italian, French, English, etc. have been spoken there increasingly
on top of other business varieties because the place is tourist attraction.
N otes

1. Both male and female students were requested to fill in the Questionnaire.
2. Only male citizens were requested to fill in the questionnaire and to be interviewed.
3. We distributed 520 questionnaires to students because inherited problems o f questionnairing (like not filling or not returning the questionnaires) were taken into considera
tion. Exactly 507 questionnaires were filled fully and completely. We randomly ignored
7 questionnaires to consider only 500 questionnaires. In connection with the citizens,
we distributed 105, received 101 and considered only 100 questionnaires to facilitate
the paper's readership and calculations.
4. To ensure obtaining realistic responses, we did not ask the subjects to write their names.
5. The citizens' samples were taken from Dubai and Sharjah Emirates which are highly
populated and therefore represnting.
6. We would like to express our gratitudes and thanks to Sharjah University and to the
Dean of Arts and Sciences for his support. Our gratitudes and thanks are also due to Dr.
Abdullah Al-Najjar, Director of the research Centre, for his support and encourage
ment. He has always been patient, stimulating and supportive in all the stages of mak
ing this research a reality.
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A p p e n d i x I: T h e q u e s t io n n a ir e ( t r a n s l a t e d ) fil l e d b y b o t h c it iz e n s a n d u n iv e r s it y
STUDENTS

You are kindly requested to fill in the following questionnaire for research purposes. The
research is intended to study the use and effectiveness of English (Arabic and other langua
ges in the UAE). You do not have to write your name, but we appreciate being realistic in
your responses.
1. A ge:............years old.
2. Qualification: School education
Community College
University education
Postgraduate
3. Jo b ............................................
4. Level of English: l.P o o r
2. Satisfactory
3. Good
5. Do you think English is important for you?

Yes

No

6. W hat are the fields where you feel that the use of English is very necessary?
7. For shopping, do you use: 1. Arabic
2. English
3. Both
4. South East Asian Languages
5. Other (s), please specify.............................
8. Do you face any problems when communicating with non-Arabs residing in the UAE?
Yes

No

9. If yes, what languages you do not understand?
10. W hat are the negative and positive aspects of having a linguistic situation like that in
the UAE?

Thank you for filling in this questionnaire.
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Appendix II: The

students' and citizens' responses

mains where English is needed.

in connection with the

Students N o. 500 Citizen N o. 100

Number of students in
relation to aspects
Males & Females
Age: 19-23

Number of citizens in
relation to aspects:
Males
Age:35-55

Academic
(B.A.) level
498
Technological Networks
(e. g., e-mail, internet,
fax ,etc.)
479
Postgraduate studies,
TOEFL
170

Business
Communication
Social
Communication
Shopping
Holidaying
Communication

Key Positions

301

Survival in general
Communication
70

Shopping

442

Computer use

78
60
92

Negative Effects

On Islamic Culture
& Identity
Pigin Arabic &
strange English: A
Particular variety.
Bilingual

65
combined

64
collocations

Social survival

309

Key positions

79

Responses to question 7
COMMUNICATIVE PROBLEMS
Students: 401: 80.2%

Citizens: 52: 52%

Appendk DI: Population of the United A rab Emirates. D ecember 2, 1999
<http://www.factbook.com>
Nationality

%

Citizens

19.4

Arabs & Iranians

22.6

Asians

50.8

Other Expatriates

7.2

D o
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